Strong User Authentication for Salesforce.com

DIGIPASS protection for Salesforce.com applications and customers

INCREASED INTERNET ATTACKS AT SALEFORCE.COM

A sharp increase in phishing attacks attributed to static password usage has prompted Salesforce.com to recommend a hardware device capable of One-Time Password (OTP) generation for its customers.

By default, Salesforce.com only offers static password authentication but can be easily configured for strong multi-factor authentication through its built-in SSO functionality and a remote server.

VASCO’s globally available Identikey Server authenticates login credentials generated by the user’s hardware device and eliminates the security risk associated with static passwords. This server can be located at the enterprise or hosted at a service provider.

VASCO OFFERS STRONG USER AUTHENTICATION WITH DIGIPASS AND IDENITKEY SERVER

As a world leader in strong authentication, Vasco Data Security is offering Identikey Server as the de facto server software for protection of internet based applications. VASCO’s DIGIPASS technology has been proven to be the most secure solution, replacing unsafe static passwords with dynamic One-Time Passwords.

Through the use of SOAP, the standard protocol for exchanging data between web applications, Identikey can be linked to virtually any online application. User verification requests are sent from the application to the authentication server for validation. All SOAP communication is done via SSL, guaranteeing a tamper-free and secure handling of the authentication requests.

PROTECT YOUR SALEFORCE.COM APPLICATION WITH VASCO’S SOLUTION

Implementing the same techniques and security solutions used by the majority of financial institutions around the world, VASCO is now providing strong authentication for web-based applications.

By linking Identitkey to Salesforce’s built-in SSO functionality, small and medium enterprises can enjoy high-level security of Salesforce.com daily, and protect their confidential and sensitive information at affordable prices.

VASCO products offer you the iNDEPENDENCE to stay securely connected anytime, anywhere.
PROTECT YOUR COMPLETE ENTERPRISE WITH VASCO’S SOLUTION AT THE SAME TIME

Besides protecting your internet applications, Identikey Server 3.0 offers various extensions which provide your employees secure remote access to the corporate network and its resources. Home workers, remote branch offices, traveling staff and road warriors can use the same DIGIPASS technology to safely connect through Firewall VPN, SSL-VPN or any other RADIUS equipment to the enterprise LAN and access internal servers, data storage and printers.

Eliminate unauthorized access to your confidential and sensitive information with VASCO’s strong authentication solutions.

Company portals, Outlook Web Access email and Citrix Web Interface applications can also be protected with strong user authentication, avoiding unnecessary exposure of confidential data.

More information on the Identikey solution: www.identikey.com

To learn more about VASCO and our security solutions please visit us at www.vasco.com

About VASCO

VASCO designs, develops, markets and supports patented DIGIPASS®, DIGIPASS PLUS®, VACMAN®, IDENTIKEY® and aXs GUARD® authentication products for the financial world, remote access, e-business and e-commerce. With tens of millions of products sold, VASCO has established itself as the world leader in Strong User Authentication for e-Banking and Enterprise Security for blue-chip corporations and governments worldwide.
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